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- Get mobile with our new Hide-away Mk2!
55cm

21cm
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- add more storage to your existing cabinet!

Fitted with our ‘inset’ design where the
inset sits inside the aperture on a ledge
thus giving an even flusher, smoother,
sturdier surface from table top to
machine arm…. You’ll love it!

New

21.5cm

71.5cm
97.5cm

CLOSED - WIDE 105cm (41½”) DEEP 55cm (21½”)
HIGH 11.5cm (4½”)

See more on this
model by viewing the
video on our website

The Rolla storage will sit happily
either side of your existing Horn
sewing cabinet or have 2….. one for
either side of your cabinet.
You’ve plenty of storage now!

I’m weigh only 14kg’s!

The Rolla storage is so compact and neat…










Compact and easily mobile on 5 large
lockable castors.
270° door hinges which allow the door
to fold conveniently out of the way
when its open.
Robust removable transluscent storage
trays, ideal to be taken to where you
need to work.
Solid, sturdy & quality construction.
Made to match in with our current
range but will compliment any existing
Horn cabinet.
Arrives fully assembled– so no having
to assemble yourself.
The cabinet is beautifully finished front
to back, inside and out.
Made to match in with the height of a
Horn cabinet when its open so creating
a handy, level & increased work area.

See more on this
model by viewing the
video on our website

Sturdy open leg
construction

Inset
Included!

Or perhaps it could be used to
store your overlocker...

42cm

Manufactured with our flush maxi-inset style fitting (1952)
43cm

Colour Chart
The Rolla Storage closed is
compact enough to fit in anywhere.

Weathered Oak, American Grey Oak
Beech & White

Colour Chart

74.5cm
Including
castors

CLOSED - WIDE 42cm (16½’’)
DEEP 43cm (16¾’’) HIGH 74.5cm (29”)
MODEL 906 shown in our clean white finish

The Hide-away Mk2 folds down quickly & easily allowing it to be
portable and to store in any convenient housolhold location or taken
with you to a friend’s house, club or class perhaps?

Price includes one flatbed inset, cut to fit your sewing machine.

Easy to move around on
handy wheels.

White
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